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CONTINUOUS-PHASE PROPERTIES OF THE NEAR-INJECTOR REGION OF NON- 
EVAPORATING PRESSURE-ATOMIZED SPRAYS 

G. A. Ruff  and G. M. Faeth+ 
Department of Aerospace Engineering 

The University of Michigan. A n n  Arbor. Michigan 

Gas-phase properties in the dense-spray region of non- 
evaporating pressure-atomized sprays were studied- 
supplementing earlier work concerning the liquid-phase 
properties of this flow. The multiphase mixing layer that forms 
near the injector exit during atomization breakup was 
emphasized, considering large-scale (9.5 mm injector diameter) 
water jets injected vertically downward in still air at normal 
temperature and pressure. Mean and fluctuating gas velocities 
were measured using phase-discriminating laser velocimetry for 
dilute-spray conditions near the edge of the flow, and double- 
pulse holography for the dense-spray conditions near the liquid 
surface. The following general properties were observed for 
present test conditions: gas velocities %e low in comparison to 
liquid velocities near the liquid surface; Weber numbers exceed 
drop breakup limits near the liquid surface. with this unstable 
region extending f,arther into the mixing layer when the liquid is 
initially turbulent since this promotes ejection of large liquid 
elements from the surface: and velocity differences between the 
phases are comparable to liquid velocities for much of the 
niixinp layer, implying significant effccts of seperatcd flow. 
Scaling analysis, however, suggests reduced effects of 
separated flow when injector velocities and ambient pressures 
are increased from present test conditions-largely due to finer 
atomization 

Nomenclature 

=drop breakup time coefficient 
= aerodynamic breakup coefficient 
= liquid core length coefficient 
=drop drag coefficient 
=injector exit diameter 
=drop diameter 
= average drop diameter for aerodynamic 

=critical drop diameter for secondary breakup 
= Fame-averaged turbulence kinetic energy 
= injector passage length 
= liquid uxe length 
= number of measurements 
=jet  Ohnesage numkr,  pf/(p,da)'D 
=radial distance 
=jet  Reynolds number. ptu,+i/pr 
= separated flaw fac ta ,  (;if - iig)/iir 
= drop-bdupfliquidcore-residence time ratio. 

=drop breakupfresponse time ratio, q,,,/rp,, 

breakup 
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Subscriots 
cr 

= liqoid-core-residenceldrop-response time 

= flow-residenceldrop-resmnsc time ratio, 
ratio, 7JlPC,  

Tf/TI)CT 
= Sauter mean diameter 
=time 
= streamwise velocity 
=radial velocity 
= volume of sample 
=critical Weber number for drop breakup, Eq. 

= Favre-averaged spray Webe number, Eq. ( 6 )  
=jet e%it Weber number. dpp,/a 
=mixing layer Weber number, xpp,/a 
= streamwise distance 
1 molecular viscosity 
=density 
=surface tension 
=drop breakup time. Eq. ( I R )  
= critical drop bre:ikup time, Eq. (19) 
= liquid core residence time. Eq. (16) 
=flow residence time, Eq. (8) 
=drop response residence time, Eq. (IO) 
=critical drop response residence time. Eq. (13) 

(3) 
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= propenies at critical breakup condition 
= liquid-phase property 
= gas-phase propeny 
=drop property 
= liquid surface propeny 
= injector exit condition 

= time-averaged mean and mt-mean-squared 

= Favre-avenged mean and mot-mean-squared 
fluctuating quantities 

fluctuating quantities 

Inkoduction 
In order to reduce the time and cost of cut-and-try 

development of liquid-fueled combustors, there have been 
numerous efforts to develop methods to analyze spray 
processes. The present investigation seeks to contribute to the 
development of this methodology by studying the dense-spray 
region near the exit of the injector passage for pressure 
atomization processes. Experiments were limited to relatively 
large scale (9.5 mm injector diameter) nonevaporating round 
water jets injected into still air at normal temperatures and 
pressures. Earlier measurements of liquid volume fractions, 
entrainment rates, and dispersed-phase properties in  the dense- 
spray region of these flows, reponed by Ruff et a1.,1.* were 
extended to provide gas-phase properties. The new measure- 
ments, along with addidonal information obtained from the data 
of Ruff et al,,I were used to continue study of locally- 
homogeneous-flow (LHF) analysis of the process, e.g., 
analysis based on the assumption of infinitely-fast interphase 
transport rates so that both phases have the same velocity and 



3rc in thcrniodynamic cquilibrium at c3ch instant ind  point 
u i th in  !he flow Present measurrmcnts wcrc limited to ihe 
atoin17ntion breakup regimc u hcrc a multiphnv mixing liycr 
nlonc t l~c  ctlcc of the flow beeins to dc.vcIo~) rich8 at the ititccior 
exit.?* let exit conditions involved both'slug flow and iully- 
developed turbulent pipe flow, since past work had shown 
sensitivity of dense spray properties to liquid-phase turbulence 
levek.I.2 

Figure 1 is a sketch of the near-injector region for 
pressure-atomized injection in the atomization breakup regime.5 
The flow near the injector exit involves a liquid core 
surrounded by a multiphase mixing layer that begins to develop 
right at the injector exit for atomization break~p.3 .~  The dense- 
spray region is normally considered to include both the liquid 
core and the multiphase mixing layer up to the point where the 
liquid core disappears. There have been several studies of the 
length of the liquid core, taken as the length of unbroken liquid 
extending from the passage exit.6-8 Findings indicate that this 
length is influenced by the breakup regime, turbulence prop- 
erties at the injector exit and the gasniquid density ratio. For 
atoniization breakup of typical liquids in  gases at atmospheric 
pressure, however, the dense-spray region extends quite far 
from the injector. ca. 200-400 injector diameters. Thus, dense 
sprays are an important feature of spray injection processes due 
both to their extent and their influence on drop properties at the 
stan of the dilute-spray region. 

The multiphase mixing layer is also affected by the 
breakup regime, jet exit turbulence properties and the density 
ratio of the flow.I.2.9-ll Ruff et al.' provide information on 
liquid-phase properties in the multiphase mixing layer for water 
jets in still air at atmospheric pressure, using double-pulse 
holography to find liquid element (drop) sizes and velocities. It 
was found that the multiphase mixing layer was relatively dilute 
above the liquid surface, for their test conditions, with liquid 
volume fractions generally less than I percent. The inner 
portion of the mixing layer contained large irregularly-shaped 
liquid elements and drops while the proportion of spherical 
drops increased and drop sizes decreased with increasing radial 
distance, suggesting significant effects of secondary breakup in 
the flow. The velocities of large drops were generally much 
larger than small drops, implying separated flow effects were 
important as well. Increased turbulence levels at the jet exit had 
a substantial effect on the structure of the flow, increasing the 
number and size of irregular liquid elements by promoting 
ejection of liquid from the liquid surface, and increasing the 
widtli of the liquid-containing region of the mullipliase mixing 
layer. Wu et al.,y also observed significant effects of jet exit 
conditions on the rate of spread of the outer edge of the 
multiphase mixing layer. 

The complexities of dense sprays-involving snipping 
of liquid from the all-liquid core, the presence of irregular 
liquid elements. secondary breakup, and turbulent dispersion of 
drops toward the edge of the flow-makes the L H F  
approximation attractive as a means of circumventing detailed 
descriptions of these phenomena. Ruffet a12 found that LHF 
predictions were reasonably effective for estimating distribu- 
tions of liquid volume fractions for atomization breakup in the 
region where mean liquid volume fractions were greater than 
0.2. As noted earlier, however, the multiphase mixing layer 
which dominates flow properties at lower liquid volume 
fractions. exhibits significant effects of separated flow and 
limits the effectiveness of the LHF approximation for these test 
conditions.' Other evaluations of the LHF approximation find 
varying degrees of success-at times yielding encouraging 
results and at other times overestimating the rate of develop- 
ment of the flow as the spray becomes dilute.S.9-'2 
Unfortunately. methods for determining conditions when use 
of the LHF approximation is appropriate for dense sprays have 
not been developed. The m a n  difficulty is that success of the 
LHF approximation depends on drops being small enough to 

' 

respond quickly to changes in gas properties. while informatior 
on both drop sizes and gas properties in dense sprays is very 
limited. 

The objective of the present investigation was to seek a 
better understanding of the properties of dense sprays by 
studying gas-phase velocities in the multiphase mixing layer Cor 

existing measurements of liquid-phase properties (drop sizes 
and velocities), this provides a relatively complete picture of the 
structure of these flows. Furthermore. knowledge of both 
liquid- and gas-phase velocities allows direct evaluation of the 
propensity for secondary drop breakup as well as quantitative 
estimates of effects of separated flow. Mean and fluctuating 
gas velocities near the edge of the multiphase mixing layer were 
measured using phase-discriminating laser velocimetry (LV); 
while double-pulse holography was used near the liquid surface 
where LV was no longer feasible. Similar to earlier work.l.2 
the measurements were compared with predictions based on the 
LHF approximation to help provide a measure of sepamted- 
flow effects. Characteristic time considerations of drop break- 
up and response were also used to interpret dense-spray 
properties and gain a better understanding of conditions where 
use of the LHF approximation is appropriate. 

The paper begins with descriptions of experimental 
methods and the approach used for the LHF computations. 
Experimental results are then described, considering mean and 
fluctuating phase velocities, drop breakup parameters. and 
separated-flow parameters. The paper concludes with consid- 
eration of characteristic times of various processes in the flow 
in order to find conditions where use of the LHF approximation 
is appropriate. The present discussion is brief, additional 
details and a complete tabulation of data can he found in  
Ruff.13 

the same test conditions as Ruff et al.l.* Coupled with the u 

Exoerimental Methods 

L%&xlmm 
The experimental apparatus was identical to past -. 

work.'.2 and will only be described briefly. The arrangement 
involved large-scale (9.5 mm injector diameter) water jets 
injected vertically downward i n  still air at normal temperature 
and pressure. City water was supplied to the injector by a 
centrifugal pump, collected in a baffled tub and discharged to a 
drain. The water flow rate was measured with a paddle-wheel 
flow meter that was calibrated by collecting water for timed 
intervals. 

The slug and fully-developed flow injectors were also 
identical to Ruff et a1.1.2 Measurements of mean and fluctua- 
ting velocities across the exit of the injectors,'3 showed that the 
slug flow injector provided relatively uniform velocities, with a 
streamwise turbulence intensity of roughly 1 percent. at the jet 
exit; while the fully-developed flow injector yielded jet exit 
properties that approximated existing measurements for folly- 
measured by haversing the injector. since insmmentation was 
mounted rigidly. Positioning accuracies were 5 pm in the hori- 
zontal direction and 0.5 mm in the vertical direction. 

h e r  Velocimem. Present measurements were limited 
to mean and fluctuating gas velocities using phase-discrim- 
inating laser velocimetry (LV) and mean gas velocities using 
double-pulse holography. The ambient air was seeded with 
condensed oil particles having diameters less than 1 pm for LV 
measurements. The  seeding panicles have a flat frequency 
response to the gas motion up  to about 30 kHz for present 
conditions, which was adequate for the region where LV 
measurements were made. A large enclosure (3 x 3 x 4 m 
high) was constructed around the spray facility to avoid 

an enclosure of this size. the induced counterflow velocity is 
contaminating laboratory equipment with seeding panicles. For W 



less than 2 percent of the axial velocities in the region measured 
near the edge of the jets. 

A phase-discriminating 1.V system. along the lines of 
Modmess et al..'h was used tn avoid biasing gas phase 
velocity signals with liquid velocity signals. A sketchy of the 
arrangement appears in Fig. 2. The LV signal was obtained 
using tlie green line (514.5 nm) of an argon-ion laser (4W. 
Coherent, INNOVA 90-4) i n  the dual-beam forward-scatter 
moile. A 3.75:l beam expander was used to minimize the 
dimensions of the measuring volume and to improve signal-to- 
noise ratios in the adverse environment of the multiphase 
mixing layer. The plane of the LV beams was rotated to 
measure both streamwise and crosstream velocities. The LV 
was frequency shifted (40 MHz Bragg cell, TSI model 9180- 
12) to eliminate effects of directional bias and ambiguity. The 
receiving optics observed the probe volume of the LV at an 
angle of 30° from the forward-scattering direction. This 
arrangement yielded a measuring volume having a diameter of 
60 p i  and a length of I 10 pm. 

The phase-discrimination system involved surrounding 
the LV measuring volume with the beam from a 5 mW HeNe 
laser directed a t  an anele of 15" from the LV axis, with 
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:ollcctmn opticc in ths  6rward-scattering dircciion also at nn 
.ingle of 15" from tlic 1.V axis. This yicldcd a region vieued 
h! the iiisxminntor s) stem t h x  had 3 diameter of 0 6 nim and 
3 length u i  I..? mm, surrounding the 1.V measuring volume as 
choun in thc inset of Fig 2. Thus, droplets tho1 could graze or 
JOIS tlie 1.V mcasuring volume yielded a srattenng signal on 
the discriminator output so that velwities rriorded u hen drops 
ucrc prcrcnt could be eliminated from the velocity record. 

The L V  sc:tttering signal was recorded using a 
photoiiniltiplicr (TSI model YI641) and proccsted using a burst 
io.intcr (TSI nI(u1eI l9YO C). Thc meosurementc involved low 
burct dcnsitds (one seeding particle in the measuring volume) 
:itid high data densities (ttrne between validated wlocity signals 
\m:iIl i n  cornparicon to integrnl time scnles); therefore. the 
:innlug ou tp i i t  of the processor was time averaged to yield 
unbi:ised tinic avcrages. This involved low-pass filtering 
tlth:ico model 4213)  the output signal before it was digitized 
t l . cCr~~y  mcdcls R?IZA/R 2nd RROOA) and transferred to a 
micrucomputcr (IBM AT) for processing and storage 

Ihe pcrfornivice ofthe phase-discriminator system w a s  
chcckcd h) mensuring LV d:ita rates with and without seeding 
pnrticles precent. I t  was rcquired that the 1.V data rate at least 
doiihle for the measurements to be considered ralid. Addi- 
iton.dty, no nie~surement was accepted if more lhsn 40 percent 
o f  the 1.V i ignal was rcjccicd duc io cign.tl< from the phace 
discrimin:iior system Calibration of this approach, using 
v e l w i t i e c  of sni:ilI pnnicles measured by double-pulse holog- 
mphy. intlic:itcd significant bias of LV gas velocity measure- 
mcnts i f  these limits were exceeded. 

LV signals were averaged for two minutes io provide 
rcpe:itable values of mean and fluctuating gas velocities. 
Experimental uncenaintier (95 percent confidence) arc esti- 
inntrd to be less than 8 percent for mean streamwise 
\clocities.and le% than 15 percent for streamwise snd 
crosweam velocity fluctuations, largely dominated by finite 
wnipling times. Measurements were repeatable well uithin 
thew limits. 

Double-Pulse H m. LV data rates from drops 
alone became unacceptably high near the liquid surface. 
Therefore. measurements were made in this region wing 
double-pulse holography. This approach i s  tedious and 
cnmewhat less accurate. due to difficulties in accumulating 
sufficient velocity sntnplcs and reduced panicle response since 
only pnriicles haking dianietcrs of roughly 5 pm and greater 
coiild be measured. Nevertheless. hologrqhy provided scccss 
to ponions of the multiphasc mixing layer that were no longer 

feasible using LV 

Holography methods were the Same as Ruff et 21.' An 
off-axis holographic arrangement was used. hased on the 
Spectron Development Laboratories model lllKC-S000 
system. This involved passing a 10 mm diameter object hcam 
through the spray,,and then expanding it back 10 the 85 mm 
diameter of t h e  reference beam to form the hologram. The 
holograms were created using a ruby laser that deposited SO mJ 
i n  20 ns which effectively stopped the flow SO that drops aS 
small as 5 pm could be sized. The laser could be double pulsed 
with separation times as small as 2 ps, to yield two ~mages of 
the flow upon reconstruction so that velocities could be 
measured. The separation time between the two pulses of the 
laser was measured with a LeCroy model 9400 digital 
oscilloscope. Directional ambiguity was eliminated by using 
pulses of unequal intensity, since the pulse with the eater 
intensity yields a higher contrast reconsmtcted image.g The 
holograms were obtained in a darkened room using AGFA 
8E75HD-NAH unbacked holographic plates with a 100 x 125 
mm film format. 

The holograms were reconstructed using a I 5  mW 
HeNe laser with the beam expanded to a diameter of 60 mm 
and passed through the hologram, This yielded a real image of 
the spray in front of  the hologram. The properties of small 
panicles in the spray were observed with an MTI model 65 
video camera with optics to provide a field of view of 1 x 1.2 
mm within the spray. Computer controlled x-y traversing of 
the hologram ( I  pm resolution) and z traversing of the camera 
(5  p m  resolution) allowed the region crossed by the object 
beam to be studied. The video image was analyzed using a 
Gould FD5MX) Image Processing System. Reference pins in 
the object field provided both size and position calibrations. 

Velocity data was obtained over 6 x 6 x 4 mm volumes, 
using at least three holograms per position. The data was 
spatially averaged over the width of the measuring volumes, or 
f I12 the distance between adjacent radial positions. whichever 
was smaller. Velocity measurements were based on the motion 
of the centroid of the image and were correlated as a function of 
diameter using a least squares fit. considering drops having 
diameters less than 30 p m  for present estimates of gas 
velocities. This typically involved correlation of 50-150 
individual velocity determinations. The value given by the f i t  at 
a diameter of 5 pm, which is the lower end of the range that 
could be resolved, was used as the estimate of'mean gas 
velocities. Unfortunately. sample sizes were too small to 
obtain reliable estimates of velocity fluctuations. 

Gradient broadening errors of mean gas velocities were 
not very significant for present conditions. Similarly, bias 
errors for slug flow conditions are also felt to be small, since 
the small panicles were generally formed at the liquid surface 
and had time to equilibriate to gas velocities in the region where 
measurements were made. However, bias errors are more 
significant for fully-developed injector exit conditions where 
secondary breakup is more important and small drops were 
probably observed in a relatively shon time after breakup 
before they could relax to gas velocities in some instancesthis  
will be discussed later. Excluding potential effects of bias for 
fully-developed injector exit conditions. experimental uncer- 
tainties (95 percent confidence) are estimated to he less than 30 
percent, largely governed by sampling limitations. 

-. The experiments involved both fully- 
developed turbulent pipe flow and slug flow jet exit conditions 
in the atomization breakuD regime. the same as the conditions 
considered by Ruff et d.1 -l%is involved a mean jet exit 
velocity of 56.3 ds, yielding other jet exit parameters as 
follows: Reynolds numbcr, 534000: Weber numbers based on 
gas and liquid densities, 500 and 412000. respectively: and 
Ohnesorge number. 0.00121. Under existing criteria from 
R a m 3  and Miesse.4 these conditions arc well  within the 



ntonii7atim breakup rcgime and propcrly yicldcd 3 multiphax 
miring layer tha k g 3 n  31 thc exit of the injector. 

lhcmxcd h k t h u i r  

Predictions of flow properties uere drawn from Ruff ct 
a1.l 'These results are hascd on the use of the LHF 
approximation while ncglccnng evaporation of the liquid. 1 his 
irnpliec t h d  thc omhient air i s  uturated u i th  uater vapor. which 
w a s  fornully not the cwe. houever. effcctg of cvaporation ire 
negligible for present test conditions.' Other major 
:trsuinprions of the analysis are as follows: steady (in thc mcan) 
n\ts)innictric flou with no swirl; negligible kinetic energy and 
viscous d i w p ; w m  of the mean flou; huuynncy only affects the 
mean f lou;  equd exchange coefficients of a11 specics and 
ph:isec: ond negligible mass transpon hetween the phases. 
l 'nder tlicce assumptiwn. the flow field can be fuund using a 
< i i n p l L f d  \cr<ioi i  uf the conwrved-ccalar formalicm of 
I.ockuc*kl ;id N:igiiihlR liut based on iitass-ueiglited (Fa\,re) 
3vcrngc\, fullou iiig I3ilger.19 tioverning equations we solved 
for conservation of mas;. stre3mwise mean momentum. mean 
mixture fraction. turbulence kinetic energy and the rate of 
dicsip;ition of t.xbulence kinetic energy. Since the tu0 phatcs 
do not exch;iiige mass. a l l  sc3131 propcrties can be found fmm 
the Fa\re-n\,eraged niixlure fraction 3nd i t  i s  not necessary to 
solve a go\erntng equation for mean-squared mixture fraction 
fluctti.ttiuns.~ In i t ia l  conditions were based on the L V  velocity 
meastircnients of jct properties at the injector exit.l' supple- 
mented by nvail ible information on the properties of fully- 
developed turbulent pipe flows when appropriate.I4.ls as 
described by RJ l f  et a1.I 

'I'hc gn\emnfi et  ciitions and :dl enipincal c o r ~ s ~ : ~ n t c  arc 
s.rmniarii.cd elrcu herc.I.i Jurtlfication of the assumptions of 
the an;il)sis (except for the I.HF approximation Hhtch i s  to be 
studied,, detnils of the numerical computations. and estimates 
of nuniencal 3ccuncy. arc discussed by Ruff et al. ' The use of 
turhiilence models to predict the mixing properties of turhulent 
I lnws i s  n.iturally open to qtirrtiun. however. the present jct. 
like b w n d u y  I:i)cr configumtinn provides conditions where 
tiirhulence n i d r l s  perform reasonably well .  In particular. the 
foniiiilntion 1h:is been successfully cslihrated for a variety of 
const;tnt- 2nd v3nal,le-den\ity single-phase round jcts.20 
Addition,illy. the snme formulation has been used successfully 
to ertimatc the mucturc of turbulent round air jets injected into 
unter uhich involves the same density ratio as the present i flow - '  T t i i i s .  the main issue of the present evaluation i s  the 
ndeqtiacy of the LIIF approximation for estimating the 
propcrtiss of the near-injector region for l iquid injection into 
g:tsec 

Results and Disc- 

. Measured mean velocities in the 
multiphase mixing layer for slug and fully-developed flow jet 
exit conditions arc illusmted in Figs. 3 and 4. Velocities. 
normalized by the mean jet exit velocity. are plotted as a 
function of r/x, the radial similarity variable for turbulent jets, at 
xld = 12.5, 25, 50 and 100. The radial similarity variable i s  
only chosen for convenience to indicate the width of the flow, 
flow properties do not exhibit similarity in the r l x  coordinate 
system. Three sets of velocity measurements are shown: 
continuous (gas)-phase mean velocities found using the phase- 
discriminating LV; dispersed (drop)-phase mean velocities for 5 
pm diameter particles, measured using double-flash holography 
(which are taken to be representative of mean gas-phase 
velocities in the region where LV was no longer feasible); and 
Favre-averaged velocities.of the mixture as a whole for com- 
oarison with oredictions. The Favre-averaeed velocities were 

Phase V e l w u u s  
. .  

found by summing over a sample vo lumi  V. containing N 
drops, as follows: 

u hcrc drop cizc and ve l~r . i ty  detemiinnlions incl.idc<l IIIC ful l  
rmgc of the tlata reponed hy Kulf et a1.I hlean gxs \~IWIIICC In 
F-11. (I) were obtained from either the 1.V or the holngralmy 
nieasurements (based on 5 pm di3meter dropsi 'The rmge uf 
positions of the liquid surface, obsened using holography. 15 
indicated by the cross-hatched regions in the tigurec. l:i!i:ilIy. 
I.HF predictions of Favre-a\er3ged \elniit ies are also illus- 
trated on the plots. Two prediction5 are shoun for <lug flow. 
ignonng and allowing for hoondary layer dcvelopnieiit along 
the walls of thc injector passage. the l a t t e r  using n flou 
development length of U d  = 5 .  These limits should hound the 
properties of the slug flow injector; houevcr. differences 
between the tu0 predictions are not very significant. 

The results for slug flow jet e x i t  condition<. Fig 3.  
exhihit reasonably good agreement betucen mean \elwit) 
measurements found by 1.V and particle tracking in the region 
where they overlap. Gas velocities remain quitr 10% i n  the 
mixing layer. and only increase slightly near the liquid st irhie 
3s distance from the injector e x i t  incre3ses. Near the injeclw 
el i t .  Fawe-avenged vehrities are significantly grcnttr thnn gns 
velocities except near the outer edge of the mixing I:i)er 
Fnrtner from the injector. hou,e\er. differences between phase 
uetwitie\ are only significant near the liquid surface Uever -  
IIIcII~L~F. rep:ir;itccl-flow effect? are impor1;int Ihroughottt thc 
mixing layer and LIIF predictions of mcan velocities are not 
u t i  dactory. 

'The results for the fully-developed jet exit cnndition(. 
Fig 4. exhibit greater differences between mean velociticT 
found hy 1.V and particle tracking than for slug flnu, jv t  e x i t  
conditions. In  genenl. \eIocitirs meacureJ by pnnicle t rxk ing 
3re biased upward from the L V  results. Ibis is  felt to he the 
rcwl t  of the hreakup of larger l iquid elenients th:u are more 
conimon for fully-developed flow than for slug flow. 
generating small drops ui th relatively high initial velocities 
Measurement of the \,elocity of these drops before they relax to 
the gas velocity would tend IO bias present velocity measure- 
ments toward higher \elocilies. l h e  extent of this effect ii 
diffictilt to quantify: therefore. the panicle velocities of Fig 4 
are at hest representnri\e of ;in upper hoiind on gas Y C I ~ C I I I ~ F  
Similar to slug flow. gas velocities remain rel:iti\ely IOU 
thrswghoiit the mixing layer. F:ivre.:iver;tgrd ~ ~ I O C I ~ I C C  nre 
generally s i g n i k i n i l )  greater than gns \elwit ies indic,;iting 
significnnt effects of separated flow, and LHF predictions are 
not very sati~factory as a result 

Measured :tnd predicted gas pharc velocuy fluctimions 
are illustrated in Figs. 5 and 6 for slug and fully-dcvcloped 
flow jet  exit conditions. The measurenients =e limited 111 

streamwise and radial velocity fluctuations found b) LV.  which 
generally only covers the outer half of the mixing layer. 
Predictions are based on the isompic approximation. C"2 = V '2 
= 2 W 3 ,  and are Favre averages under the LllF assumption 
Measured velocity fluctuations are nearly isotropic near the 
outer edge of the mixing la)er, which i s  similar IO the behavior 
of single-phase jets. Smeamuise velocity fluctuations are sub- 
stantially greater than radial velocity fluctuations. however. a? 
the spray becomes dense (this i s  particularly evident for x,d = 
12.5). Such behavior is typical of dense sprays in regions 
where relative velwitier are significant.S.22.23 Other th3n indt- 
cating ihat velocity fluctuations should increasc in the denre 
ponions of the mixing layer. in a qualitative way. the l . l I F  
predictions of velocity fluciuations arc not very uxfu l .  
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The a.railability of liquid-phise 
propertrk%k%%%I. , t  and gas-phase velcxitics from the 
prcscnt study. alloss con~ idc r~ t ion  nf liquid brenkup phe- 
nomena in the dense-spray region. Two phenomena are of 
interest: primary drop formation at the liquid surface and 
secondary drop breakup within the mixing layer. 

ReitzZ4 and Reitz and Bracco25 have proposed a 
fnmula to estimate drop sizes due to primary drop formation at 
the liqiiid surface. The approach is based on Taylofs26theorj 
at aerodynamically induced growth of surface waves for a 
norittirbulent liquid, taking the average diameter of drops 
formcrl at the surface to be proportional to the wavelength of 
unstable surface waves, Present test conditions involve 
(p,/pg)(Re/Wef)z > I: at this condition the expression for the 
average dro diameter due to primary drop breakup 
bec0mes:2~.2? 

dp,, = 6~ C ~ d ( P g ( u o  -iigs)') (2) 

where Cn is the constant of proportionality which is thought to 
have a magnitude near unity. In Eq. (2). liquid surface 
velocities have been taken equal to the mean velocity at the jet 
exit; this is reasonable for present test conditions, based on 
measurements of the velocity of protuberances from the liquid 
surface as well as estimates from the LHF predictions. 

The estimates of dp,, from Eq. (2) are summarized 
along with measured SMD near the liquid surface in Table I for 
both slug and fully-developed flow jet exit conditions. Gas 
velwities nciir the liquid surface are listed in the table, based on 
measured velocities of 5 g m  diameter drops. Average drop 
diameters from Eq. (2) were computed using CB = 0.5, which 
provides a rough match of measured SMD for slug flow jet exit 
conditions, where the liquid is nonturbulent and corresponds to 
the conditions of Taylor's26 analysis. Except for xld = 50, 
where sampling limitations may be a factor, Eq. (2) provides an 
estiniate of SMD near the surface that is within experimental 
uncertainties for slug flow conditions, However. measured 
drop sizes near the surface are 4-6 times larger than the 
estimates of Eq. (2) for fully-developed flow jet exit 
conditions. This is caused by enhanced liquid ejection due to 
distortion of the liquid surface by liquid-phase turbulence-a 
mechanism that is not considered by the aerodynamic breakup 
theory. 

There are numerous criteria in the literature for 
estimatine secondarv breakuo conditions of droos. These are 
freqiiently rtited in  k r m s  of crincal Weber number based on 
gnc density. defined as follows: 

Wecr = (pgdp(t~p-ug)z/@cr (3) 

One criterion, discussed by Clift e t  aL.2' is based on 
measurements of water drops accelerated by shock waves, 
yielding: 

W Q ~  = 6.5 (4) 

Another criterion, discussed by Pruppacker and KIett,28 was 
obtained for liquid drops falling in still air and has the fol- 
lowing form: 

WQr = 8 / CD 

For present test conditions, droplet drag coefficients are in the 
range 0.8-1.2, based on the standard drag curve for spheres? 
therefore, Eqs. (4) and (5 )  yield similar values of Wecr. 

In  ordcr to quantify the potential for secondary drop 
breakup in the mixing layer, a mass-weighted Weber number 
was computed at each point in the sprays where drop size and 
velocity measurements were available from Ruff et a1.l Given 

N drop measurements at a particular location, the mass- 
weighted Weber number was computed as follows: 

(6)  

The resulting distributions of *eg for the sprays having slug 
and fully-developed jet exit conditions are plotted in Fig. 7. 
For reference purposes. the range of positions of the-liquid 
surface are also shown on the plots. The values of Weg are 
greatest near the liquid surface and deneasc monotonically wjth 
increasing distance from the surface. In general. values of Weg 
near the liquid surface exceed the values of We,, for breakup 
from Eqs. (4) and (3, supporting the probability of significant 
effects of secondary breakup in  the mixing layer. The larger 
liquid elements eiected from the surface when the liquid is 
turbulent cause Weg to remain above critical values farther 
across the mixing layer than for a nonturbulent liquid core, 
implying greater effects of secondary breakup for these 
conditions. in view of these findings, and the small liquid 
volume fractions. it appears that secondary breakup rather than 
drop collisions is a dominant feature of the dense spray portion 
of the mixing layer for present test conditions. 

Direct indications of secondary drop breakup were 
occasionally observed on the hologram reconstructions. No 
instance of bag-type breakup was observed, perhaps because 
this mode of breakup only occurs for a relatively narrow rmge 
of Weber numbers.S so that the probability of observing i t  from 
single-pulse holograms is relatively small. However, indica- 
tions of stripping-type breakup, discussed by Ranger and 
N i ~ h o l l s ? ~  were observed. A typical sketch of smpping drop 
breakup. prepared from a single-pulse hologram of the event, 
appears in Fig. 8. This involves a large drop with wave-like 
disturbances along the surface, followed by a trail of smaller 
drops. Distortion near the downstream end of the parent drop 
suggests that the next drop in the stream is about to be formed. 
This type of breakup appears to be caused by Kelvin-Helmholtz 
instabilities. originating near the forward stagnation point of the 
parent drop and propagating around its surface tn the m a r  
stagnation point, where the instability causes a smaller drop to 
separated from the parent drop. 

A second type of secondary breakup that was observed 
is also sketched in Fig. 8. This involves ligament-type breakup 
due to the elongation of high arpect ratio ellipsoidal elements or 
ligaments, causing them to separate into two or more smaller 
drops, Since present mean gas velocities are small and 
relatively uniform (see Figs. 3 and 4), this type of breakup 
doesn't appear to be due to differential distortion by varying 
shear forces from the gas phase. More likely explanations 
involve either differential velocities present within the elongated 
liquid element when it was ejected From the surface that cannot 
be stabilized by surface tension forces, or Rayleigh instability 
of ligaments. 

N 3 N 3  
I=I  1=1 p 

Wef = .Z (psdp(up-ii&s)iQi/ .I d 

d-Flow E&. Although the results illu9mred 
in Figs. 3 and 4 provide an indication of relative velocities 
between the phases, these figures are somewhat misleading 
since small velocities near the edge of the flow give the 
impression that separated flow effects are small in th~s region as 
well. This is not the case, which can be seen by plotting a 
Favre-averaged separated-flow factor. defined as follows: 

s = ( ikQ/ i i f  (7) 

Distributions of S are illustrated in Fig. 9 for both slug 
and fully-developed jet exit conditions. High values of S .  
approaching unity, are observed throughout the mixing layer 
near the jet exit, and near the liquid surface for all streamwise 



positions. However, values of S near the outer edge of the 
flow tend to decrease with increasing distance from the injector, 
approaching values in the range 0.1-0.2 for fully-developed jet 
exit conditions at rdd = 100. In spite of the presence of larger 
drops near the liquid surface, values of S are generally lower 
for fully-developed than slug flow jet exit conditions. 

The  trends seen in Fig. 9 result from both the 
generation of drops at the liquid surface and momentum 
exchange between the phases in the mixing layer. Velocities 
within the liquid core remain near liquid injection velocities so 
that newly-formed drops near the injector exit and along the 
liquid surface generally have velocities that are significantly 
grcatcr than gas velrxities. yiclding relatively large values of S .  
Drops near the outer edge of the flow, however, must have had 
significant residence times in the gas so that turbulent 
dispersion can transport them to this region. Therefore, drops 
near the edge of the flow tend to relax toward gas velocities 
particularly when residence times are long, e.g., at large d d .  
Additionally, fully-developed jet exit conditions increase drop 
concentntions in the mixing layer in comparison to slug flow 
exit conditions, causing greater acceleration of the gas within 
the mixing layer. This compensates for the higher velocities 
associated with larger drops produced by fully-developed exit 
conditions and tends to reduce S. Nevertheless, with values of 
S on the order of unity throughout most of the mixing layer, 
separated-flow effects are clearly important which explains why 
predictions based on the LHF approximation are poor for 
present test conditions. 

w r i s t i c  Tines . Present results suggest that 
effects of sepantcd flow and secondary breakup are important 
i n  the dcnsc-spr:iy region. Flowever. t l i c~c  results have only 
been establishcd for a single mean jet velocity and ambient 
environment. Thus, some characteristic time considerations are 
undertaken in the following in order to provide more insight 
concerning effects of separated flow and secondary breakup 
and to help relate present results to practical pressure-atomized 
sprays. 

The potential importance of separated flow in the 
mixing layer can be evaluated by comparing characteristic 
response times of the flow and the drops. An appropriate 
characteristic response time for the mixing layer is the residence 
time required to reach any streamwise position. The 
momentum of the liquid dominates the present flow while 
velocities in the all-liquid core do not change very much with 
streamwise distance. Furthermore, the velocities of the largest 
drops, which are most prone to separated-flow effects. are 
approximately the same as the injector velocity based on the 
meawrcnients of R u f f  et al.1 Therefore, nn appropriate 
characteristic flow residence time for the mixing layer can be 
based on the mean streamwise velocity at the jet exit, as 
follows: 

If = x/u ,  (8) 

The characteristic response time of drops vanes, with 
the largest drops having the longest response times. Use of the 
aerodynamic breakup expression for the average drop sire 
formed at the liquid surface, Eq. (2). offers one possibility for 
estimating maximum drop sizes. However, the results of Table 
1 show that this would underestimate drop sizes when the 
liquid core was turbulent. A more general approach is 
suggested by the results of Fig. 7, where i t  is seen that the 
largest drops are comparable to the maximum drop size at W e ,  
for both slug and fully-developed jet  exit conditions. 
Assuming that gas velocities are small and taking the jet exit 
velocity to be representative of the velocities of the largest 
drops, which is reasonable from the results illustrated in Figs. 
3 and 4. the following estimate of maximum drop sizes in the 
mixing layer is obtained: 

Notably. except for a different constant of proportionality, the 
secondary breakup criterion of Eq. (9) is identical to the  
primary aerodynamic breakup criterion for the liquid surface 
given by Eq. (2). 

in terms of their rate of deceleration. as follows: 

L’ 

A characteristic response time for drops can be defined 

Ip = - I / (duddx) = - u p  / (duddt) (10) 

Virtual mass and Basset history forces can generally be ignorcd 
when computing drop motion in sprays since liquid densities 
are usually significantly greater than gas densities.S 
Furthermore. pressures within the mixing layer are constant. 
Thus, conservation of momentum for a drop yields:S 

Streamwise velocities have been assumed to be large i n  
comparison to crosstreani velocities in arriving at Eq. ( I  I ) ;  this 
is justified due to the boundary-layer character of the mixing 
layer. Substituting Eq. (11) into Eq. ( I O )  then yields an 
expression for the response time of a drop having a diameter 
d,, as follows: 

Findly, assuming ug <<up and taking up - u~,, its bcforc. and 
using Eq. (9) to identify the characteristic drop diameter, the 
characteristic drop response time becomes: 

v Since We,, is roughly a constant while Co does not vary 
appreciably for drops in sprays? Eq. (13) shows that increased 
gas densities and injector exit velocities cause substantial 
reductions of drop response times, both through the effects of 
breakup which reduces drop sizes and relative increases of drag 
in  comparison to inertia of the drops for a particular drop size 
(see Eq. (12)). 

The effects of separated flow can be indicated by 
forming the ratio of the characteristic response times of the 
drops and the flow, yielding a separated-flow factor. S,,  
defined as follows: 

where the last factor on the RHS of Eq. (14) can be recognized 
to be the Weber number based on the dimension x and the 
liquid density. We,( = xpruo2/o. Large values of S, corre- 
spond to regions of the mixing layer where separated flow 
effects become small. The distance, x, in Eq. (14) should be 
interpreted as the relaxation distance required from the point 
when a particular critical-sized drop appean in the flow. 

For present flows, drops continue to be formed at the 
liquid surface throughout the region where measurements were 
made. Therefore. relaxation distances remain small near the 
liquid surface yielding small values of SI from Eq. (14) in this 
region. This is consistent with the large relative velocity 
parameters in Fig. IO near the liquid surface. Drops near the 
edge of the flow originate near the injector exit. In this case. 
taking CD = 1 and Wecr = IO. Eq. (14) yields values of Sx 
increasing with distance and roughly in  the range 1-4 for d d  in W 
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the range 25-100. This implies significant effects of separated 
flow ne,v the jet exit, with separated-flow effects decreasing 
near the edge of the flow at larger streamwise distances, 
generally as observed in Fig. 9. 

In addition to characteristic residence times associated 
with primary breakup and liquid removal from the all-liquid 
core. the time required for secondary breakup is an important 
feature of the mixing layer. The ligament-type breakup 
observed during present tests is associated with primary 
breakup at the liquid surface and is likely to be relatively fast. 

drop gradually decreasing in  size by smaller drops being 
stripped from its  surface, will be considered i n  the following. 
R~~~~~ and Nicholls,29 provide the following 
the breakup time by this mechanism: 

Rased on these results, Sx defined in Eq. (14) appears 

mixing layer. This implies that the dense-spray region tends 
toward LEIF flow at the limit Of large Wexf, with appronch to 
this limit being more rapid when the density ratio, PgIPp is 
increased. For a given fluid and ambient gas, this implies 

to be a reasonable of separated flow effects in the nerefore .  only saippiWypebre*up, involving a high-speed 

for 

approach to LHF flow at high liquid injection velocities and 
ambient densities, at least for regions of these flows not 1 0 0  
near the jet exit and the liquid surface. Recall, however, that 
Eq. (14) was based on the assumption that gas velocities are 
low in comparison to the liquid surface velocity and the velocity 
of large liquid elements that tend to break up. This limits appli- 
cation of Eq., (14) to the region where the gas-phase velocity 
profile is developing. The extent of  this region i s  expected to 
decrease as separated-flow effects become smaller and the 
velocity field behaves more like the LHF velocity distributions 
illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4. 

11 is also of interest to assess effects of separated flow 
over the length of the liquid core, which serves as a measure of 
the length of the dense-spray region. Taylor's26 aerodynamic 
breakup analysis yields the following expression for the length 
of the liquid core: 

W d  G(PdPg)'R (15) 

Chehroudi et al find Cc i n  the range 7-16 for pressurc- 
atomized round jets in  still gases for the atomization breakup 
regime, the high value being based on their measurements and 
the low \:due on the measurements of Hiroyasu et al.7 Taking 
the characteristic velocity of large drops to be u,,, as before, a 
characteristic residence time for the liquid core bennes: 

Tc = WUO = G(d/un)(Pf/Pg)'n (16) 

Forming a liquid-core-residenceldrop-response time ratio, and 
obtaining the characteristic drop response time from Eq. (13). 
then yields: 

where the last factor on the RHS of Ek+ (17) is the Weber 
number based on the injector diameter and the liquid density, 
Wedf = dpfu.,21a. 

As before. a large value of SC implies relatively small 
effects of separated flow in thedense spray ngion. Comparing 
Sc from Eq. (17) with S ,  from Eq. (14) shows that the effect of 
the density ratio of the flow is somewhat reduced for Sc. This 
occurs since the length of the liquid core decreases as the gas 
density increases through Eq. (15) so that there is less 
residence time available in the mixing-layer when ambient 
densities are high. Equations (16) and (17) also indicate a 
strong effect of injector passage diameter since the length of the 
liquid core scales directly with the injector diameter. This 
implies that small diameter injectors may still be subject to 
significant separated flow effects near the downstream end of 
the dense-spray region, even at high ambient pressures. 
Similar to Considerations for Sx, however, Eq. (17) suggests 
approach to LHF conditions at large Wedf, with this approach 
being more rapid when pg/pr is large. 

Tb = Cbdp(Pr/pg)tR/ (Up-Llg) (18) 

where the empirical factor Cb = 4. Taking the maximum stable 
drop size from Eq. (9) to represent the characteristic drop' 
breakup time, and adopting the approximations ug << up and u p  
= un as before, then yields: 

Tbcr = CbW%~fl(PdPg)~'/ (19) 

A variety of characteristic response time ratios can be 
formed using Eq. (19). but two are of particular interest: Tb, 
ITPcr and Tbcrhc. Forming the first ratio from Eqs. (13) and 
(19) yields: 

Small values of s b p  imply that breakup times are Small in 
comparison to the time required for drops having the critical 
diameter for breakup to relax toward the local gas velocity. 
Such conditions are actually necessary for Eq. (18) to be 
appropriate. Furthermore. values of Sbp provide a relative 
measure of the rate controlling capabilities of drop breakup and 
drop drag on the properlies of the mixing layer. Taking Cb = 4 
from Ranger and Nicholls,*9 and CD = I as before. yields SbP 
ca. 0.1 for present test conditions which indicates that breakup 
of large drops is relatively fast. At high pressures, however, 
larger values of s b p  would be reached so that  breakup 
processes would extend over distances comparable to those 
required for drops to decelerate toward local gas velocities. 
This implies that drop breakup would have to be treated as a 
finite-rate process. analogous to the effect of drag on drop 
motion. 

Another perspective on drop breakup phenomena can be 
found by forming the ratio TbCr I T c  in order to obtain a measure 
of secondary breakup times to residence times in the mixing 
layer. This ratio can be obtained from Eqs. (16) and (19) as 
follows: 

A more convenient form to evaluate Sbc for present test 
conditions can be found by introducing dPav from Eq. (2) into 
Eq. (21). yielding: 

The first factor on the RHS of Eq. (22) is approximately one- 
half while dp,, is summarized in Table I for various points 
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along the mixing layer of the present flows. This yields S h  ca. 
0.01, implying that secondary breakup occurs over distances 
that are short in comparison to the length of the liquid core. 
This is consistent with the stripping-type drop breakup process 
illustrated in Fig. 8 and is mainly the result of the large injector 
diameters used during the present experiments. The flow for 
smaller injector diameters, typical of most practical appli- 
cations. however, would involve values of sbc nearer unity 
where secondary breakup would become a significant rate- 
controlling step within the dense spray region. Consideration 
of Eq. (21) shows that Sbc tends to decrease as pressure 
increases a s  well; therefore. the relative importance of  
s e c o n d q  breakup. like most aspects of dense sprays, must be 
evaluated on a case-by-case basis. 

Conclusions 

The multiphase mixing layer in the near-injector region 
of pressure-atomized sprays was investigated. considering both 
slug and fully-developed flow at the jet exit. The major con- 
clusions of the study are as follows: 

I. For present test conditions, the dispersed-flow region 
of the multiphase mixing layers was surprisingly dilute 
(liquid volume fractions less than 1 percent); was 
dominated by breakup and separated-flow processes 
while effects of collisions appear to be small; and was 
strongly influenced by the presence of  liquid turbu- 
lence. 

Use of the locally-homogeneous-flow approximation 
was not very effective for estimating the properties of 
the multiphase mixing layers for present test conditions, 
since large drops are continuously ejected from the 
liquid surface and require significant residence times to 
relax to gas velocities in the flow. Residence-time 
considerations imply that locally-homogeneous flow 
corresponds to a large Werr or Wefd limit, with this 
limit approached more rapidly as the density ratio of the 
flow, pglpF increases. 

For slug flow jet exit conditions, SMD along the liquid 
surface are roughly eqiial to estimates of the average 
drop diameter for aerodynamic breakup proposed by 
Reitz24 and Reitz and Rracco25 (using C e  3 0.5). In 
contrast, the presence of liquid-phase turbulence due to 
fully-developed flow jet exit conditions yielded drop 
sizes several times larger than aerodynamic breakup 
estimates. since liquid turbulence promotes distortion of 
the liquid surface. Nevertheless, maximum stable drop 
sizes for secondary breakup are comparable to drop 
sizes for aerodynamic breakup, so that drop sizes are 
not very different for slug and fully-developed jet exit 
conditions in the region away from the liquid surface. 

In spite of efforts to minimize effects of the liquid 
phase, by using a small measuring volume and phase 
discrimination, and the fact that the multiphase mixing 
layer appears to bc instantaneously dilute, only the outer 
half of the muhiphase mixing layer was accessible to 
measurements of gas velocities using laser velocimetq. 
In contrast, double-pulse holography provided access to 
the flow up to the liquid surface, although improve- 
ments of this technique are needed so that drops having 
diameters smaller than 5 p m  (which would provide 
better response to gas motion) can be observed with 
more efficient methods of data reduction. 

Residence-time considerations discussed in this paper 
are only provisional pending additional experimental evalu- 
ation. Nevertheless, these considerations show that dense- 
spray properties and the relative importance of particular 

2.  

3 .  

4 .  
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phenomena vary widely with experimental conditions. 'Thus. 
flow properties should be considered on a case-by-case basis 
and generalizations obtained from particular data sets should be 
accepted with caution. Clearly. additional data are ncedcd i n  
order to gain a better understanding of the dense spray region 
of pressure-atomized sprays 
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CAverage &up diamcter new liquid surface from aerodynamic breakup theory for a liquid 
velocity, uo = 56.3 ds, and CB = 0.5. 
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Fig. 2 Sketch of the phase discriminating laser-velocimeuy 
system. 
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Fig. 3 Mean phase velocities for slug flow and atomization 
breakup. 
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Fig. 4 Mean phase velocities for lully-dcvclopcd flow and 
atomization breakup. 
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Fig. 5 Gas-phase velocity fluctuations for slug flow and b 
atomization breakup. 
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